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[A] (Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking)

Some people, violently carried away by their admiration of the great work that money
does for the community, fall unconsciously into a very natural error. They begin to confuse
the money with / the things money will buy. Money of course, simply implies a right
to draw goods from the market but these more money enthusiasts seem to think that
an increase in money means an // automatic increase in the bread and boots and beef
offered for sale. A little thought should be enough to dispel that illusion. Increase in
the number of pieces of money no more /// increases the real means of enjoyment than
an increase in the number of theatre tickets increases the accommodation in the theatre.

If prices go up this signifies that money is being produced at //1// a greater rate
than the goods for which it will exchange. There is people say, inflation. When prices
go down the money is being produced at a less rate than the goods / for which it
will exchange. There is then deflation.

In either event there will be an upsetting of the bargains that have already been
made. You and I shell our services for money. // And we do this in the confident
expectation that the money will provide us with the things we really want. If the price
we could get for the services always varied with /// the prices of goods in the market
we should have nothing to complain of. But things do not happen so; and there is
quite unwarranted revision of the contract we have made. //2// Some of us have bargained
for a long while ahead in terms of money. If the money diminishes in purchasing power
we are robbed of some of our legitimate expectation. True, prices may / go down; our
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unity of money may exercise a greater pull over the market. In that we are getting more
real goods than we were entitled to expect. For myself though // I should in a matter
of as great importance prefer certainty to chance.

I dare say I am prejudiced in the matter. For I am one of the people who have
sold /// services a long while ahead for my whole life, in fact if we take into account
pension payments also. From the selfish point of view, I should welcome falling prices;
for then the //3// money counters handed to me will enable me to get more of the good
things of life. If the fall in prices results from a man over the nature so much the better /
I am then simply sharing in the general advance. If however the fall is due to causes
that have not increased the supply of goods. I am gaining at the expense of // these
whose income depends more immediately upon prices. For instance, the grocer selling
his wares alter what he sells his services for as prices rise or fall. It is the businessmen
and the /// manufacturer, therefore who are the most greatly advantaged by the steady
rising prices. The business community gets the great incentive; for they get the first
advantage in the form of higher and higher profits. //4//

[An interval of two minutes]

[B] [Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking]

So closely is the philosophy of your company linked to the recognition of consumer’s
rights and the fulfillment of consumer aspirations, that I thought I should make these
the subject of my / speech to you this year.

Let me begin with consumer rights. At a time when the question of fundamental
rights is being debated in the country, it is relevant to examine what the // fundamental
rights are that a consumer should enjoy in a free society and how these rights can be
protected. The consumer, we believe has the following rights; the right to choose, the
/// right to be informed, the right to be heard, the right to safety, the right to enjoy
the fruits of technological progress. How does current policy affect these rights ?

Perhaps the most basic //1// of all rights that the consumer has is the right to choose.
It is a right which healthy competition amongst suppliers protects and which shortages
threaten. While legislative measures such as the / Monopolies and Restrictive Trade
Practices Act, constructively implemented, can, in special circumstances, help to prevent
the exploitation of the consumer, there is no really no effective answer to the situation
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that is created when // demand regularly exceeds supply. Particularly when the product
is an article of mass consumption sold through lakhs of shops and used by millions
of consumers, the problems become even more intractable.

The /// inevitable administrative measures that follow a shortage of such articles,
namely, price controls, distribution controls, levies etc. are not only a poor substitute
for the consumer’s right to choose, but create problems both //2// for the authorities
and the manufacturers. The disincentive to manufacturers to produce more or to invest
in research and development the pressure to cut corners on quality in order to avoid
losses, / all work against the consumer’s interest. When controls become excessively
harsh many forms of malpractices which lower the level of trade and consumer morality
come into play. In such a situation the worst // hit sections are honest manufacturers
and the more vulnerable consumers.

The right to choose gives the consumer an average housewife her strongest weapon
against unscrupulous manufacturers; she just need not buy /// again. You cannot deceive
a consumer twice and you cannot build a successful business by deceiving her once.
Keen competition in a free market keeps a company on its toes, encourages investment
in //3// research and development, and makes risk-taking the core of the entrepreneurial
challenge worthwhile. One has only to look at areas where such competition has been
allowed to develop transistor radios are a / good example to see how the consumer
has benefited.

In a country where adulteration is rampant, safety must loom large in the eyes of
the consumer. In safeguarding this right. We believe that // the manufacturer himself is
the most effective. He alone can build in safety at every stage from procurement of
the raw material to the selection of the packaging material. Government, Municipalities,
etc. /// are often able to take remedial action and punish offenders, but only after the
damage has been done.

No reputable manufacturer will take the risk of putting on the market an unsafe
product. //4//

_______________


